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Comprehensive portfolio integrates Ribbon's market-leading security, call control, routing and analytics solutions with

Machine Learning (ML) modeling to deliver advanced protection against robocalls, fraud attacks, while ensuring calls are
from legitimate sources

WESTFORD, Mass., June 22, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- Ribbon Communications Inc. (Nasdaq: RBBN), a global provider of real time communications
software and network solutions to service providers, enterprises, and critical infrastructure sectors, today introduced Ribbon Call Trust™, its new
identity assurance portfolio. Ribbon Call Trust is a comprehensive solution designed to validate a caller's identity, intent, and reputation. The solution is
designed to examine calls in real-time, on a per-call basis to ensure that calls are not fraudulent, spoofed or sourced from robocallers.

   

Ribbon Call Trust leverages several Ribbon solutions including its industry-leading Session Border Controllers (SBC), Media Gateway
(GSX), Policy and Routing (PSX), Call Controllers, Ribbon Secure Telephony Identity (STI), Ribbon Analytics and Ribbon Identity Hub. The
Ribbon Identity Hub is a new solution that serves as the central processing point for identity data and machine learning (ML)-based reputation
assessment. The solution is cloud-ready and optimized for both private and public cloud environments.

"One of the biggest issues facing our industry today is that consumers have little to no confidence in knowing whether the unrecognized calls they
receive are from legitimate sources," said Kevin Riley, Chief Technical Officer for Ribbon. "Call Trust is designed to restore confidence by knowing that
calls sent to a consumer are verified and authenticated. Our new end-to-end Ribbon Call Trust solution provides our customers with a powerful tool,
leveraging existing STIR/SHAKEN and Robocall mitigation procedures coupled with the latest in behavioral modeling and ML techniques to produce
advanced reputation scoring and call validation treatment for every call, raising identity assurance to new levels."  

Riley added, "Taking a holistic view of our industry, we also designed Ribbon Call Trust to make sure our customers with legacy networks could also
gain the advantages of identity assurance and are currently working with leading industry organizations such as ATIS to extend standards to support
interworking with TDM networks. This will greatly benefit many of our rural and independent operating company customers."

Call Trust Competitive Differentiators:

Dynamic machine learning models leveraging decades of domain experience for reputation scoring, based on multi-source
data integration, with iterative learning to adapt to new network conditions, traffic patterns, and data sources
The ability to model multiple scores (including fraud and nuisance scores) for the same call
Provides service providers with flexible policy and customization features to control all aspects of scoring and treatment as
opposed to being given a fraud score with no context
A highly adaptable architecture that can ingest real-time and non-real time data from third party applications or databases,
to increase the accuracy of the identity assurance modeling and to dynamically adapt to evolving threat landscapes
Integration with Ribbon Analytics for sophisticated modeling and detection of sources of robocalls and fraud attempts that
are then mapped into actionable, real-time mitigation
Per-call, real-time processing, with low-latency, delivered at massive scale, and carrier-grade resiliency leveraging public
cloud infrastructure
Integrates with STIR/SHAKEN signing and verification service
Integrates with TDM networks to unlock the benefits of identity assurance

About Ribbon
Ribbon Communications (Nasdaq: RBBN), which recently merged with ECI Telecom Group, delivers global communications software and network
solutions to service providers, enterprises and critical infrastructure sectors. We engage deeply with our customers, helping them modernize their
networks for improved competitive positioning and business outcomes in today's smart, always-on and data-hungry world. Our innovative, end-to-end
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solutions portfolio delivers unparalleled scale, performance, and agility, including core to edge IP solutions, UCaaS/ CPaaS cloud offers, leading-edge
software security and analytics tools, as well as packet and optical networking leveraging ECI's Elastic Network technology.  To learn more about
Ribbon visit rbbn.com and for more information about our packet and optical networking portfolio visit ecitele.com.

Important Information Regarding Forward-Looking Statements  
The information in this release contains forward-looking statements regarding future events that involve risks and uncertainties. All statements other
than statements of historical facts contained in this release are forward-looking statements. The actual results of Ribbon Communications may differ
materially from those contemplated by the forward-looking statements. For further information regarding risks and uncertainties associated with
Ribbon Communications' business, please refer to the "Risk Factors" section of Ribbon Communications' most recent annual or quarterly report filed
with the SEC. Any forward-looking statements represent Ribbon Communications' views only as of the date on which such statement is made and
should not be relied upon as representing Ribbon Communications' views as of any subsequent date. While Ribbon Communications may elect to
update forward-looking statements at some point, Ribbon Communications specifically disclaims any obligation to do so.
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